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OCASC and PIC Together:  Where do We Go From Here? 
 

Notes from Discussion at OCASC Meeting 
 

February 17, 2011 
 

(amalgamated from minutes, flipchart, Chair’s notes) 
 
 
Important aspects of OCASC to preserve: 
 
 Information Sharing: 

 Peer to peer link ups 
 Resources 
 Chalk It Up 
 OCASC - tremendous ability to share information and to facilitate communication 
 Connects people who are engaged in public education 
 Peer-to-peer 
 Reality check – compare own school to other schools; prevent school councils being insular 
 Lateral function of OCASC - window into the rest of the world, apart from your own school 
 SSC - focus on issues that affect Secondary schools and SS parents 
 OCASC can give balance to information that is coming from the ministry for instance 

 
 School Council Support 

 Support network 
 Support when starting up new school council 

 
 Peer Group / Parents’ Group: 

 Peer to peer link ups 
 Lateral communications 
 Level playing field 
 Need a parent directed and parent organized group 
 Parent driven, parent led 
 Open forum for parents - parent managed 
 Parent run organization 
 Reality check – compare own school to other schools 
 Lateral function of OCASC - window into the rest of the world, apart from your own school 

 
 Autonomy: 

 Autonomy is nice 
 Ability to disagree with the board - missing with PIC ? 
 Examples against - SEAC, ASAC 
 Ministry mandating PIC, OCASC is independent - OCASC keeps things honest - OCASC acts as 

oversight 
 Not worried about ministry 
 OCASC is responsive to the changing political landscape and is protected from it 

 
 Style / Format: 

 Approachability of OCASC 
 Non-threatening 
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 OCASC Sphere of Influence 

 OCASC reaches people who are already committed 
 OCASC facilitates communication among EXISTING school councils 
 Reflects parent engagement of parent community 
 Vast majority of parents interested are already involved with OCASC 
 OCASC is responsive to the changing political landscape and is protected from it 
 Can act as an oversight committee 

 
 

 
OCASC and PIC: 
 
 Mandate / Structure of PIC: 

 PIC narrower mandate than OCASC? 
 Support from Board - to PIC first; 
 Could PIC be better resourced 
 Could have an assembly meeting as part of PIC 
 Membership to OCASC is open; what would happen with PIC? 
 How would members be appointed 
 Broader mandate, breadth of topics with OCASC than PIC – OCASC can discuss and influence 
 Scared of losing things? - how can we lose things that we are doing well? 
 complimentary skills; shouldn't lose anything; shouldn't be an either or situation 
 As political landscape changes, organization must be able to respond to those changing situations 
 if PIC is being changed by political edict, could another political edict change it again if OCASC is joined 

with PIC 
 Presumably other organization will be represented on PIC 
 PIC is ministry mandated and parent led as for school councils;  
 We can make it what we want it - what if board turns around and changes things - how is this different 

than what we have now? 
 Has accountability structure built into it 
 PIC sounds more like board to masses communication 
 Outreach 
 What about openness, of PIC for attendance, membership, participation? 

  
 
 OCASC / PIC Relationship: 

 OCASC is parent led while OCASC Ministry mandated 
 Many things PIC can do because of Board resources supporting it; 
 Outreach to hard-to-reach communities is an example where OCASC struggles but PIC has resources 
 Collaborative relationship - we need to build a structure rooted in desire to come together 
 Ministry mandating PIC, OCASC is independent - OCASC keeps things honest - OCASC acts as 

oversight 
 Goal might be to work together but with factor of oversight 
 Link to board is a problem - separation of concerns 
 Can we formalize role/relationship between PIC and OCASC? 
 Communication aspect is key 

  
 


